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Questions 21-30 are based on the following
passages.

Passage 1 is adapted from Danny Lewis, “After Decades of Decline,

Tiger Populations Could Be on the Rise.” ©2016 by Smithsonian

Institution. Passage 2 is adapted from K. Ullas Karanth, “The Trouble

with Tiger Numbers.” ©2016 by Scientific American, a division of

Springer Nature America, Inc.

Passage 1

After years of hard work by conservationists throughout Asia, a
new study brings good news for the world’s wild tigers.
According to a new report by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF),
the number of tigers living in the wild may have been slowly
rising over the last several years. If continued surveys prove
this to be true, this would mark the first time in more than a
century that tiger populations have grown.

In a study compiling surveys taken across Asia, researchers at
the WWF found that there are at least 3,890 tigers living in the
wild today—a considerable increase from the 3,200 recorded
in 2010. The study suggests that the commitment to and
success of conservation programs in some countries have
contributed to the overall growth of the global tiger population.

“It’s a positive trend,” Ginette Hemley, the WWF’s senior vice
president of wildlife conservation, says. “We’re cautiously
hopeful.”

Counting wild tigers, however, isn’t easy. While tens of
thousands of tigers once roamed Asia from Turkey to
Indonesia, their habitats have become tiny and scattered
during the last century. Wild tigers are notoriously elusive,
preferring to hide out in hard-to-reach places in jungle
undergrowth and high mountains.

Combined with their low numbers, these factors can make
them difficult to keep track of, which can leave some
uncertainty as to whether the populations are truly on the rise.
The increased numbers may in part reflect better surveying
methods.

Additionally, while the global number of wild tigers appears to
have gone up, a country-by-country analysis is more sobering.
Though several countries including India, Nepal, Bhutan and
Russia may have gone up in recent years, others have seen
tigers disappear thanks to poaching and habitat loss.

Passage 2

Photographic capture-recapture and large-scale occupancy
modeling are now used to estimate tiger numbers and range in
several countries across Asia. (Scientists who study other
elusive carnivores with unique body markings, including
African wild dogs and wolverines, are also employing these
approaches.) Yet on the whole, although the science of tiger
population assessment has rapidly progressed, its adoption by
governmental and nongovernmental conservation agencies
has not, whether because of a lack of understanding of or
comfort with the new methods or because the old methods
cast a more flattering light on their efforts.



A recent example illustrates just how insidious reliance on
outdated tools is. In April the WWF and the Global Tiger
Forum announced to great fanfare that the planet’s wild tiger
population was at last on the rise, numbering 3,890
individuals. These groups aim to increase the number of tigers
to 6,000 by 2022. But their tally, based on official estimates,
relied on flawed methodologies, including the use of
statistically weak extrapolations from tiger photographs and
field counts of spoor.1 And their goal for population growth far
exceeds what one would expect to realize on the basis of
studies carried out using more rigorous techniques.
Furthermore, apart from the increases in tigers in a few
reserves in India and parts of Thailand, there are no
convincing data to show that populations are recovering in the
rest of Southeast Asia or Russia. Indeed, countries such as
Cambodia, Vietnam and China have lost their viable tiger
populations in recent years—losses masked by any single
global tiger number.

Speculative tiger numbers for countries and regions
undermine efforts to save tigers by distracting conservationists
and the public from what should be our top priority: guarding
and growing the source populations.2 In a way, the overall
number of wild tigers, if we could even get an accurate count,
may not matter. The source populations are the ones we need
to monitor vigilantly, using the best science available to track
their numbers. Only with reliable counts can we set realistic
goals for future growth, develop suitable strategies for meeting
those goals and measure the impact of our conservation
efforts.

History shows that scientific progress can stall from lack of
understanding, institutional inertia and political considerations
for decades or even centuries. But as the world enters into the
sixth mass extinction of wild species, we simply cannot afford
to divorce conservation practices from sound science if we are
to have any hope of saving a wildlife icon like the majestic
tiger.























Questions 31-41 are based on the following passage.

This passage is adapted from a speech delivered in 1905 by Lucy

Eldine Gonzalez Parsons, “The Principles of Anarchism.” Parsons

was a political activist.

I think I cannot open my address more appropriately than
by stating my experience in my long connection with the
reform movement.

It was during the great railroad strike of 1877 that I first
became interested in what is known as the “Labor
Question.”1 I then thought as many thousands of
earnest, sincere people think, that the aggregate power
operating in human society, known as government, could
be made an instrument in the hands of the oppressed to
alleviate their sufferings. But a closer study of the origin,
history and tendency of governments convinced me that
this was a mistake.

I came to understand how organized governments used
their concentrated power to retard progress by their
ever-ready means of silencing the voice of discontent if
raised in vigorous protest against the machinations of the
scheming few, who always did, always will and always
must rule in the councils of nations where majority rule is
recognized as the only means of adjusting the affairs of
the people.

I came to understand that such concentrated power can
be always wielded in the interest of the few and at the
expense of the many. Government in its last analysis is
this power reduced to a science. Governments never
lead; they follow progress. When the prison, stake or
scaffold can no longer silence the voice of the protesting
minority, progress moves on a step, but not until then.

I will state this contention in another way: I learned by
close study that it made no difference what fair promises
a political party, out of power, might make to the people in
order to secure their confidence, when once securely
established in control of the affairs of society; that they
were after all but human with all the human attributes of
the politician. Among these are: First, to remain in power
at all hazards; if not individually, then those holding
essentially the same views as the administration must be
kept in control. Second, in order to keep in power, it is
necessary to build up a powerful machine; one strong
enough to crush all opposition and silence all vigorous
murmurs of discontent, or the party machine might be
smashed and the party thereby lose control.

When I came to realize the faults, failings, shortcomings,
aspirations and ambitions of fallible man, I concluded that
it would not be the safest nor best policy for society, as a
whole, to entrust the management of all its affairs, with all
their manifold deviations and ramifications in the hands of
finite man, to be managed by the party which happened



to come into power, and therefore was the majority party,
nor did it then, nor does it now make one particle of
difference to me what a party out of power may promise;
it does not tend to allay my fears of [what] a party, when
entrenched and securely seated in power might do to
crush opposition, and silence the voice of the minority,
and thus retard the onward step of progress.

My mind is appalled at the thought of a political party
having control of all the details that go to make up the
sum total of our lives. Think of it for an instant, that the
party in power shall have all authority to dictate the kind
of books that shall be used in our schools and
universities; government officials editing, printing, and
circulating our literature, histories, magazines and press,
to say nothing of the thousand and one activities of life
that a people engage in, in a civilized society.

To my mind, the struggle for liberty is too great and the
few steps we have gained have been won at too great a
sacrifice, for the great mass of the people of this
twentieth century to consent to turn over to any political
party the management of our social and industrial affairs.
For all who are at all familiar with history know that men
will abuse power when they possess it. For these and
other reasons, I, after careful study, and not through
sentiment, turned from a sincere, earnest, political
Socialist2 to the non-political phase of
Socialism—Anarchism3—because in its philosophy I

believe I can find the proper conditions for the fullest
development of the individual units in society, which can
never be the case under government restrictions.

1 The question of how to preserve the rights of the worker
in an industrial society
2 One who espouses a belief that the production and
distribution of goods should be controlled by the
government
3 A belief that opposes any form of authority in society

























Questions 42-52 are based on the following passage
and supplementary material.

This passage is adapted from Sabine Tebbich and Irmgard Teschke,

“Why Do Woodpecker Finches Use Tools?” ©2013 by Cambridge

University Press. Woodpecker finches use twigs to catch insect prey

deep within trees.

In an experimental study we investigated whether twig
tool use in woodpecker finches is acquired socially. This
seemed plausible since previous studies have shown that
several forms of tool use in primates develop via social
learning. We took whole broods from the Galapagos
Islands. We split each brood into two groups: half of the
chicks were reared with a tool-using model, and the other
half were reared with a non-tool-using model. We found
that young woodpecker finches that never had the
opportunity to watch tool use develop this ability with
similar aptitude and reached distinct developmental steps
that marked the appearance of new tool-oriented
behavior at a similar age as their siblings that were given
the chance to observe tool use in adult woodpecker
finches. We concluded that, in contrast to chimpanzees,
social learning is not necessary for the acquisition of this
behavior in woodpecker finches. Instead, the
developmental process seems to be strongly dependent
on genetically fixed components. Interestingly, New
Caledonian crows also appear to have a specific genetic

predisposition for tool use, as demonstrated by the
finding that they develop basic use of stick tools without a
tool-using model. However, in contrast to our study, a
tool-using demonstrator (a human in the study on New
Caledonian crows) stimulated faster development of tool
use in juvenile New Caledonian crows. Field
observations also show that New Caledonian crow
parents scaffold the development of wide tool
manufacture and use in juveniles for up to one year.
Juveniles stay close to their parents and are provided
with discarded tools. The early exposure to this discarded
tool might help juveniles to form a mental template of
functional tool design.

Information about woodpecker finches’ social system can
shed some light on the reasons for the strong genetic
predetermination of tool use in this species. For one
thing, in contrast to socially living primates, woodpecker
finches are solitary and thus parents are likely to be the
only available tool-using models. In such a system,
reliance on social transmission from parents to offspring
during an apparently very short period of association
would be a highly risky endeavor. Where the likelihood of
encountering important social information is uncertain,
selection for a development process based on genetically
fixed components could be advantageous, especially
given that tool use provides an important part of the
woodpecker finch’s diet and seems crucial to survival
during the dry season in the islands’ Arid Zone.



Although our experiment showed that the development of
tool use is based on a very specific genetic
predisposition, we were able to demonstrate that
non-social, individual learning does play an important role
during the ontogeny [development within an organism’s
lifetime] of tool use in serving to improve the efficiency of
this behavior. Five individuals developed tool-using
techniques that deviated from the tool use performed by
birds in the wild, most likely because our artificial
crevices differed from natural crevices and tree holes. At
some point during the study, each of these birds dropped
their tool into the artificial crevice and pulled it out with an
upward motion of their beak, thereby levering the prey to
within reach at the front of the crevice. After initial
success with this technique, the five birds significantly
increased their use of this method. These and other
observations on learning in tool-using woodpecker
finches have altered our conception of how this behavior
develops. The ontogenetic unfolding of this complex
behavior is determined by a very specific genetic
component, but is enhanced through individual learning.

Table 1

Tool Use by Woodpecker Finches Raised with and
without Tool-Using Models
Tool-use behavior

Mean instances of behavior per observation by
experimental condition

Raised with
tool-using model

Raised without
tool-using model

Picking up twig 7.7 10.7

Manipulating
Twig

7.4 10.7

Using Twig as
Tool

3.6 5.6

Success with
tool

0.83 0.94

There is no significant difference in results between the
two groups for any of the four tool-use behaviors tested.

Table 2

Effect of Success with Unique Levering Technique on
Frequency of Levering Technique Use by Woodpecker
Finches
Before first success at acquiring prey
Median frequency of prey-levering attempts per
observation
1
Range of prey-levering attempts per observation



0–5
After first success at acquiring prey
Median frequency of prey-levering attempts per
observation
11
Range of prey-levering attempts per observation
4–21
Source: Data from Sabine Tebbich et al., “Do
Woodpecker Finches Acquire Tool-Use by Social
Learning?” ©2001 by The Royal Society.

















































































































































































































































Correct Answer

10

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

YourAnswer Dificulty Subscores/Cross-Test Scores

Words in Cantext

Words in Cantext

Command af Evidence

Analysis in HistoryLSQLjaLS.j-uÅje

Analysis in HistoryLSQLlaLSl.ud.ie

words in Cantext

Analysis in HistoryLS-QLj.aLSluÅje

Analysis in HistoryLS.EiaLSlud.ie

Command af Evidence

Analysis in HistoryLS2E-SLud.ie

Words in Cantext

Analysis in HistoryLSu.iaLSlud.ie

Analysts in Histor"LS.gæl-S.luÅje

Analysts in HistoryLS.uiaLS.ludje

Analysis in HistoryLS.ujaLSludle

Command af Evidence







20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

Analysis in Histand-S.L.z-Sludls.:

Command of Evidence

Analysis in Science

Wards in Context

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Command of Evidence

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Wards in Context

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Command of Evidence

Analysis in Hisiand.-Su.ELSludie.:

Analysis in Histand-S.L.z-Sludls.:

Analysis in Histand-S.L.z-Sludle.:

Analysis in HistaryLS.c.aLSludje.:

Analysis in HistaryL.S.c.aLSludje.:

Command of Evidence

Analysis in HistaryLS.u.El-Sludje.:

Wards in Context

Analysis in HistaryLS.c.aLSludje.:





38

39

40

41

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

Analysis in HistaryLS-ug.ÄLSludle.:

Analysis in HistaryLS-ug.Äl-Sludje.:

Analysis in Histand-S.L.g.El-Sludies

Analysis in HisiaryLS.u.Äl-Sludig:

Wards in Context

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Wards in Context

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Analysis in Science

Command of Evidence

Analysis in Science

Command of Evidence

Analysis in Science

Wards in Context

Analysis in Science

Command of Evidence

Analysis in Science





Question

10

11

12

13

14

15

Correct Answer Your Answer Difficulty Subscores/Cross-Test Scores

Standard English Conventions

Standard English Conventions

Command of Evidence

Ezpression af Ideas

Wards in Context

Expression af Ideas

Command of Evidence

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions

Standard English Conventions

Ezpression af Ideas

Wards in Context

Expression af Ideas

Analysis in Science

Wards in Context

Expression af Ideas

Analysis in Science

Wards in Context

Expression af Ideas

Analysis in Science

Command of Evidence

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions







16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

c

C

c

c

c

C

c

Standard English Conventions

Analysis in Science

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions

Standard English Conventions

Analysis in Science

Command of Evidence

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions

Analysis in Science

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions

Wards in Context

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions

Standard English Conventions

Standard English Conventions

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions

Command of Evidence

Expression af Ideas

Command of Evidence

Expression af Ideas

Expression af Ideas

Wards in Context

Expression af Ideas







34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

43

44

C

C

C

Analysis in HistaryLS.u.ÄLS.ludie.:

Command of Evidence

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions

Analysis in Histand..S.u.El-Sludje.:

Wards in Context

expression af Ideas

Analysis in HistaryLS.u.ELSludje.:

Expression af Ideas

Analysis in HistaryLS.u.ELSlud.i±

Expression af Ideas

Analysis in HistaryLS.L.g.ELSludje.s

Wards in Context

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions

Standard English Conventions

Standard English Conventions

Analysis in HistaryLS.u.l.al-SluÅ.js.s

Command of Evidence

Expression af Ideas

Standard English Conventions





Question

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Correct Answer

5/2,25

Your Answer Dificutty Subscores/Cross-Test Scores

Heart af Algebra

Heart af A]aebra

Heart af Algebra

Heart af Algebra

Passport ta Advanced Math

NIA

Analysis in Science

Passud-L2Å.Y.u.Ed-Uat11

NIA

Passport ta Advanced Math

Passport ta Advanced Math

Analysis in History/ Social Studies

Passport ta Advanced Math

Heart af Algebra

Passun-tg-±ß.u.zned-matb

Heart af Algebra

Passport ta Advanced Math

Passun-tg-±ß.u.zned-matb

Passport ta Advanced Math

Heart af Alaebra

Heart af Algebra

NIA







Question

11

12

13

15

16

18

19

Correct Answer Your Answer Dificutty Subscores/Cross2Test Scores

Heart of Algebra

Passpofl ta Advanced Malh

Problem Salving and Cata Analy:i:

ProWem Salving and Cata Analys

Analysis in

Problem Salving and aata Analys

Analysis in

Problem Salving and Cata Analys

Analysis in

Heart of Algebra

Problem Salving and Data Analys

Heart of Algebra

Passpoflta Advanced Math

ProWem Salving and Cata Analys

Heart of Algebra

Heart of Algebra

Problem Salving and Oata Anabel:

Heart of Algebra

Heart of Algebra

Passpod ta Advanced Math

Analysis in Histand-Scal-S.!udje







20

21

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

200

160

30

528 36

ProWem Salving and Cata Anabel:

Passpoflta Advanced Malh

Analysis in HistaryLSc.j.al-Sludje

Heart of Algebra

Analysis in Histand-SCEl-S!.udj.e:

Problem Salving and Cata Analy:i:

Analysis in Histand-:cj.al-Sludj.e.s

Heart cf Algebra

Problem Salving and Cata Analys

Problem Salving and Data Analys

Problem Salving and Cata Analys

Problem Salving and Cata Analy:i:

Problem Salving and Cata Analys

Problem Salving and Data Analys

Heart of Algebra

Problem Salving and Cata Analys

Passpod ta Advanced Math

Problem Salving and Data Analys

Heart of Algebra

Passpoflta Advanced Math






